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Tagline: We create our own reality
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Em, 21, is a brilliant and opinionated student of particle 

physics, living in a near-future San Francisco, who begins 

jumping forward in time, and backward via lucid dreams 

of ancient cultures. She must find the others like her to 

prevent the secret shadow government, the One-Party-Planet 

from creating a grim future for humans, from succeeding.

Em’s Theory is a book series and multiplatform project aimed at young adults 

and highly readable by adults, a science-fiction thriller with elements similar to 

Octavia Butler’s Kindred and Theodore Sturgeon’s More Than Human, or the 

recent TV property Sense8.

	 Characters in Em’s Theory confront potential futures for humanity while 

learning from ancient indigenous cultures. These ancient mythologies exist in 

the book’s world side by side with time travel; particle physics; genetics; and 

modern cultures from across the globe. Em’s Theory is geared for young adults 

and adults who enjoy The Hunger Games; science fiction; superheroes; and 

mythology. The story features a cast of ethnically diverse characters who will 

appeal to audiences all over the world. Em’s Theory is planned as a trilogy.
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The themes of the franchise include: 

• Science and Technology 

• Science fiction

• Ancient cultures

• Climate change

• Rights for Nature

• Regeneration of the planet

• United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

If we create our own reality, why are we not developing and writing a future 

that works? Israeli-born Maya Zuckerman, a recently naturalized American 

citizen, saw the lack of positive outcomes in speculative fiction for young 

adults, and as a creative futurist, she wanted a diverse cast and a story that 

would not fall into the dystopia in so much published genre fiction. Em’s Theory 

offers more possibilities for an alternative future, which is neither utopia nor 

dystopia and, along with its diverse cast, shows attainable goals for humanity.

Through the use of multicultural narratives and imbuing the mythology with 

ancient wisdom and future-casting, the trilogy serves as a simulation for such 

questions we face as a species today.

How do we create a world that works for all 
beings in the shortest amount of time?

Proprietary & Confidential. All Rights Reserved. © 2014-2016 Maya Zuckerman 
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Story:

Set in near futuristic San Francisco, Em’s Theory is an 

epic sci-fi / Fantasy trilogy in the vein of Hunger 

Games, Cloud Atlas, Fringe, and Sense8. 

Em’s Theory centers on the brilliant, opinionated and 

passionate Em, 21, a particle physics student and hacker who is 

researching the theoretical framework in string theory as part of 

her Ph.D. studies.

Em is blessed — or cursed — with a telepathic empathy; she is frequently over-

whelmed by emotions she can feel coming from people around her. An 

orphan, she is unable to find out where she came from. Having begun to 

dream of an ancient grandmother who speaks to her directly, she begins time-

jumping forward by unknown means, for unknown reasons, to nine different 

possible versions of the year 2800. All she knows is that sometimes she wakes 

up in a different future.

	 Unknown to Em when the series begins, she is part of the 9, a multiethnic 

group of people who, also without knowing why or how, learn from ancient 

cultures in dreams and wake up having time-jumped into a distant future. Over 

the trilogy, they begin to understand why these things happen.

	 Em realizes that each of the timelines is a probable future — some utopian, 

some dystopian, some much more sustainable. She begins to connect the dots 

and meet people in her own time whose actions kick off each timeline.
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The members of 9 are scattered around the planet. Each has a connection to a 

different ancient culture through a grandmother; together, they hold the power 

to alter the future. Em, along with Sye — her best friend, one of the 9 — starts to 

see a pattern in the timelines where vast groups of people give up their power 

to individual rulers. Em and Sye must find the other members of the 9 to find 

the “One-Party Planet,” a shadowy organization that is trying to create a 

future in which humanity is enslaved, and who will stop at nothing to eliminate 

the 9.

Proprietary & Confidential. All Rights Reserved. © 2014-2016 Maya Zuckerman 
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Em’s Theory
Franchise Specs

Psychographics and Demographics:

•Primary Target Age 18-34

•Superhero fans, Sci-Fi fans, 

Ancient cultures enthusiasts,  tech geeks, 

gamers, transformational culture 

followers, comic books lovers, electronic 

music lovers, Mythology lovers

•EcoActivists, Hacktivists, nature and 

  animals conservationists 

•60% Women, 40% Men

Platforms:

•A sci-fi transmedia franchise, 

including a written and digital book, 

Graphic Novels and comic books, Interac-

tive tablet game, 

Merchandise, and Virtual Reality game.

•Look & Feel:

•Comic book and animation: anime style - 

Ghost in the shell

•Book: Epic Mythology 

•Characters and appeal:

•Multi-national and multiethnic 
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• Collective journey content:   
   Sense8, X-men

• Time travel and ancient cultures:  
   Fringe, Interstellar, Stargate

Comparable content:

• Women heroes stories: Hunger    

   Games, Divergent
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Book one - Em’s Theory

Em’s Theory, will introduce Em and Sye and their new abilities. Em discovers

she is not alone in her experiences of lucid dreaming and time-jumping, and realizes she is

being followed by secret agents of the One-Party Planet

Book two -  The 9:

features Em and Sye traveling every inhabited continent — countries like Australia, India,

Portugal, Russia, and Cameroon — to find the other seven of the 9 and elude pursuit by the evil

agents.

Book three – 9 Futures:

The 9 unite their powers — but will they be in time to stop the enslavement of 

humanity?

VR Experience overview:

•  A choose-your-own-adventure game that follows Em and the 9 across the multiverse

•  In the interactive VR experience we are placed in the middle of the story, interacting 

    with the narrative and are given choices on how to move the  plot along in a quest like

    game which will also have hidden objects within 

    the game play.  

•  Style: comic book and anime limited animation. 2D Animation for characters  

    with 3D environments. 

•  Technology: Either in-house proprietary tech or using The Gaze Interactive  technology 

    by Apelab. Gaze helps and simplifies the development of unique interactive scenes by 

    enabling the whole virtual environment to react to the user’s position and orientation in 

    space. Based on triggers and actions, the characters and props come to life, aware of the      

    user’s presence, creating a truly magical experience.

•  Comparable project: Sequenced 

All assets developed for the VR experienced will also be used for producing multiplatform 

products, such as Motion comics, comic books, decks of cards, social media content, 

http://apelab.ch/gazeinteractive/
http://apelab.ch/gazeinteractive/
http://apelab.ch/sequenced/
http://apelab.ch/sequenced/
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Multiplatform Phased rollout - 2018-2020:
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Em’s Theory

Mythology 

Infographic
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EM - 21

Tough yet vulnerable, geeky and nerdy. Em is a 

brilliant physics student. She holds the paradox 

beyond her intelligence and her devotion to sci-

ence and logic while having a direct experience 

that may be seen as esoteric realms.  Adopted 

by a community after found lost in a desert as a 

toddler, Em tried to find the connection to family 

with her friends and community while experienc-

ing life altering events.  Within the maelstrom of 

her life, Em starts realizing she may have a role 

to play in humanity’s future.

Proprietary & Confidential. All Rights Reserved. © 2014-2016 Maya Zuckerman 

Ancient Culture - Shipibo 
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SYE - 27

Hacker/Maker/dreamer, he is a Student of 

both physics and metaphysics. He dresses 

like a 1950s beat poet, and takes his humor 

from the 2010 decade hipsters. Sye loves 

really good espresso and even more - shar-

ing food and drink with his multiple friends; 

You will find him either hacking into some 

software or tinkering in his room with any 

number of machines he built.

He is Em’s best friend, house-mate and, 

unbeknownst to her; one of the 9.

Proprietary & Confidential. All Rights Reserved. © 2014-2016 Maya Zuckerman 

Ancient Culture - Kogi 
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The 9 are a group of individuals spread around the globe.

Like Em and Sye, they each have an ancient culture grandmother con-

nected to them through Lucid Dreaming and they each jump forward in 

time to multiple timelines. But they all share one timeline they all jump to. 

Could that be the reason they are here?
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•Studies Physics & 
Metaphysics 

•South-American
•Wears hipster 
   clothing
•San Francisco USA

•Hosts Dream 
circles & is a 
vegan chef

•Euro-Romani 
•Romani modern 
   clothing
•Portugal 

•Works as a 
   fashion store clerk
•Iranian/Syrian
•Futuristic-tribal garb
•Berlin, Germany 

•Tattoo artist
•Maori 
•fashion - mixed 
  western and Maori
   wear
•Auckland, 
   New Zealand  

•Computer engineer 
•Local designers
•Aboriginal 
•Sydney, Australia 

•Mixed Reality 
  developer 
•CosPlay
•Indian
•Indian - Pakistani
•Mumbai, India

•Clean-tech scientist 
•Modern Cameroon 

fashion 
•Cameroon - Kenyan
•Yaoundé, Cameroon 

•School Teacher
•Modern and tribal 
•Mongolian - 
   Russian 
•St Petersburg, 
   Russia

Proprietary & Confidential. All Rights Reserved. © 2014-2016 Maya Zuckerman 

• Studies Physics
• Native American, First Nation,   
   Japanese, Icelandic 
• Festival garb 
• San Francisco USA

Shipibo
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THE OPP

The One Party Planet is a shadow 

organization created by the ruling elite. 

It comprises some of the richest families and corporations 

on the planet and is in control of most of the earth’s 

wealth and resources.Their plan for the future is to 

control humanity so when society collapses they and their 

decedents can continue living and thriving.

They are in control of the Ministry of mind timeline, and 

wage war against the 9 and their enablers for control of 

the destiny of earth and its inhabitants.

They have known of the existence of Em and the 9 and 

are scouring the earth to find them and destroy them.

They have agents everywhere and people in every 

government and corporation around the globe.

Proprietary & Confidential. All Rights Reserved. © 2014-2016 Maya Zuckerman 
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Timelines
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The 9 timelines that Em jumps to are all probable possibilities of 

earth futures. Each one has a “patient zero” - one person or small 

group that are at the root of the timeline split. Em starts realizing 

the correlation between some people and groups she meets in her 

own present to the timelines she jumps to. 
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Utopia
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The perfect world as prophesied by indigenous people and the 

love generation.

Humanity is self-actualized, all is green and lush, humanity evolved from indi-

vidual thinking to complete whole systems integration with regenerative and re-

silient ways of being with nature and the earth.

Renewable energy and permaculture being the permanent-culture. Diversity is 

celebrated, the war of the genders is over, everyone is fed, and taken care 

for.

The re-wilding and back to nature revolution have succeeded. 

All global, regional and local governance happens in councils. The land is 

shared, not owned. 

Animals are respected, crops are diverse and seasonal. Technology is no 

longer rampant. Food is not scarce. Food is mostly local with some global 

crops such as some spices, chocolate, etc. All transportation is either run on so-

lar, wind or feces. Nothing is wasted. 

Timeline patient zero:

•At the G20 meeting in 2028 - a hippie/chemistry genius called Sky Lauthen-

bach,  dropped a vile of his concoction of a psychoactive creation called “A 

I P L ” [aipel)  in all of the world leaders water - which literally changed the 

course of history. Within hours the leaders sign an agreement to dismantle 

the nuclear warheads and start laying plans for world peace agreements . 

The drug created a lasting impact for weeks to come. Sky does get arrested 

but creates and inspires a global movement. 
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Women Power
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By the year 2800, only 23% of all earth’s humanity are male. 

Out of which only 10% identify as straight men.   The rest are women.

Women started being the majority by the end of 2100. First in what seemed to 

be an anomaly, when less and fewer men were being born no matter what the 

geneticists tried to do.

Timeline Milestones:

•2031 - Lisa is a 9 year old gamer that harrased as a girl gamer

•2041 - Lisa Simms starts her studies as a geneticist in Stanford

•2052 - She completes her doctorate in genetics

•2052-2090 - her work takes her to creating a retro-virus that is hidden in the 

mother's DNA code and creates a a probability of  5-1 that the fetus will de-

velop into a male baby, male reproduction lowers

•21001 - 2800 - Fewer and fewer men have been born over these years and 

thus the population started declining

•By the year 2800 there are only 23% percent men on earth. 11% of them 

identify as gay or bisexual.

•Men are considered more rare and exotic

•Families are no longer nuclear but very diverse

•Women are leaders of the entire world - but do have some percentage of 

men in every government to deal with minorities rights.

•The population in down to less than 4 billion

•Tech is more organic
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Ascension
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•2049 - One of Em's school friends and T.A , Tye, gets 

   a job at CERN. He is a brilliant astrophysicist and is part of  the 

   team working on understanding dark matter and dark energy.

• 2055 - Tye solves a few of physics hardest questions - including understands what dark 

   matter and dark energy is. his work catapults humanity to harness dark energy for the  

   whole earth and in less than 3 decades - use it to build galactic ships.

• 2135 - Human evolution at that point accelerates in leaps and  bounds that dwarf 

   simulations by Ray Kurziel. Within 100 years of Tye's discovery (who in the process of 

   experimentation, stops aging) , he is the first human that realizes that he can manipulate     

   his own matter while keeping his consciousness. 

It becomes his new obsessions, and it takes him about 25 years more to crack the code of 

his material body.  Convinced that he doesn't need his body anymore, he transcends it, 

leaves it behind and morphs into something bright, light and enigmatic.  He reveals himself 

to the world a few weeks later in a global media address and promises he can teach and 

show this to any human who wants to. The promise of eternal life. 

Many humans follow him - billions of people leave their bodies for an astral body existence.

Over another 100 years, 90% leaves their corporeal bodies behind -  

Leaving less than 500 million corporeals on earth. The corporeals are made up of religious 

zealots, idealists and re-Wilders who choose a mortal existence for them and their families.
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Alien Reign
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They arrived with huge ships that resemble The 

Vimanas.   They are the "Gods" of ancient times. Fortunately or 

unfortunately, the ancient alien theorists and ancient Indians were right 

- these weren't Gods but advanced civilizations on Type IV of the 

Kardashev scale.They were humanoid but different in DNA.

 Timeline Milestones:

• In 2009 - TV show “ancient aliens” created a stir when they brought back 

the ideas of "GODS as extraterrestrials” theory. These theories were based 

on the controversial Erich Von Daniken and others’ earlier work - mostly 

      regarded as fringe amateur hoax. But they were on to something

• 2050 - 2055 - more troubling sighting of UFO and 

      unexplainable phenomena keep increasing

• In 2060 they suddenly appeared, even though they have been 

      investigating for far longer - they were here over 5000 years    

      ago an not they are back

• 2065 - 2080 - Battle for earth

• 2080 - 2085 - Treaties

• 2100 - Golden Age of the pleiadians and Earthlings

• 2101 - 2200 - Side by side evolution of both species and

• 2201 - First Hybrid child arrives and a new species is born

• 2800 - By this year there are 3 kind of bipedal humanoid 

     creatures on earth: Humans, pleiadians, and a new one - The Hybrid - 

     which is genetically engineered and has become the slave race for 

      the two other races
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Ministry of 
Mind
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 The One Party Planet controls this timeline where everyone's  

 thoughts and ideas are captured by the Ministry of Mind and 

projected on all media all around. One cannot have a conscious thought without 

it being seen by the masses and the government. The media and messaging are 

injected into people’s minds, giving the OPP complete and utter control over all 

thought.

Timeline Milestones:

• 2049 - A global trade agreement over all resources is signed by the biggest 

companies and families in the world. They agree to control all money and 

      industry on earth.

• 2100 - Humanity is overdoing a bad climate change scenario and many die. 

The elite creates enclosed domed cities out of the harsh environments and 

      creates a slave race to serve them. They embed cameras everywhere, so 

      no one can escape. Outside the domes the rest of humanity is destroyed and 

      nature takes over.

• 2200 - The OPP invents and builds the mind control device and implants it in 

all slaves

• 2300 - First revolution that ends in the death of a masses of slave 

      race humans

• 2800 - Humanity is enslaved, even though nature and the climate have 

      subsided, since there are now only 8 major cities on earth, only the elite can 

      enjoy the paradise they created on earth while the rest of humanity is serving   

      them, their minds being infused by propaganda and their thoughts always 

      under surveillance .
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After the 
Flood
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With current trajectories and warnings by climate science

ignored, humanity continued to consume and to ignore the 

warnings of an oncoming natural disaster - until it's too late

Timeline Milestones:

• 2030 Right wing extremists continue to rule the biggest powers in the world. 

More violent storms continue, more consumption of fossil fuels, 

      drilling in the Arctic, fracking and tar sands have become the norm.

• 2050 - mass war and migration

• 2100 - Most of the ice-sheets have melted, humanity and civilization as we 

know it has collapsed

• 2150 - Humanity is dispersed into smaller areas of the world.

• Areas where indigenous people have been ruling for Millenia are 

      flourishing, ones that were part of great megalopolises are now laid in ruins, 

      ruled by violent tribes who are fighting over food and other 

      survival supplies.

• 2800 - Tribes are thriving in small numbers in all areas of the planet - they 

all are living simply off the land and keeping away from technology which is 

considered evil and to have ruined the ancient world
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No Humans
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There are no humans in this world. Nature has taken back the 

planet and is thriving.

Timeline Milestones:

• 2049 - Young biology student, Hans, creates a virus in a lab that he 

shares some of his classes with Lisa

• 2050 - Hans, who is fed up with humanity, decided to unleash his virus 

to the world. Half of humanity is wiped  out by 2100

• 2222 - Humanity becomes extinct

• 2800 - Nature has taken back the earth and is thriving. Only small 

      remnants of the planet ever having been inhabited by humans remain
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The 
Singularity 
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 The darkest of the timelines. Earth is in disarray, no 
vegetation, no sun peering through the ever-hovering dark magnetic 
clouds.
The prophecy of the Matrix coming to be. Nothing is living, no vegetation. The ma-
chines have taken over.

Timeline Milestones:
• 21st century - we hailed the arrival of the singularity.
• The process started in 2040 and completed in 2061
• 2097 - AI took over and started a war against the humans
• 2124 - Full on nuclear war which ended in a zero-sum game - end of all 

      life on earth
• 2222 - The Singularity rules the earth in a Matrix style world
• 2800 - the earth is starting to rebuild itself - but still in a nuclear winter
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Topia
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Topia = A place with specified characteristics. [Greek topos, place.]

Is there a place we can really agree on that works for all of us?

What is we figure it out: Climate Change, Income inequality, over population, biodiver-

sity, purpose and meaning for humanity? What would a world that works look like? 

What is that place that we can all -- humans, animals and plants co-exist in a better 

way?

A speculative place is Topia - a place we can all feel at home. How did we get there:

Humanity has reached beyond its own galaxy. It has become galactic, and a Starfleet 

of earth spaceships traveling the galaxy is a reality. Advances in culture and technol-

ogy have created a regenerative and thriving planet for the 4 billion humans that live 

in alignment with nature, and exponential technology.

Timeline Milestones:

• 2064 - Planetary Ecosystem rights for nature declaration signed with all 

nations - the declaration pledges to follow Buckminster Fuller’s World Game and 

to seek to: “Make the world work, for 100% of humanity, in the shortest possible 

time, through spontaneous cooperation, without ecological offense or the 

disadvantage of anyone.”

• 2100 - The earth got cool by 2 degrees for the first time in 50 years

• 2150 - Earth is much cooler, all humans have equal rights and work is reimagined 

to follow more purpose. The first interplanetary voyage to leave the solar system 

for the first time has been successful

• 2200 - Earth population is now down to 6 billion people and is on a trajectory to 

lower to 4 billion by 2300
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• 2400 - The first Starship is launched to explore the galaxy using the equivalent of 

warp-drive

• 2500 - First alien encounter in the first out of galaxy journey

• 2600 - After 2 centuries of galactic travel and alien encounters, Earth is now part 

of a galactic federation of planets

• 2800 - Earth is now a stellar culture, Kardashev scale 2  civilization - earth is in a 

regenerative state, humanity is  self-actualized, work is purpose driven, all needs 

are being met,  the mass extinction has been stopped and with genetic 

      engineering  for good, many species that went extinct in the first part of the  

      millennia are re-introduced to the world.  
      

      Earthicans are part of a planetary alliance for over 600 years and have advanced  

      technologically and culturally.  There is no property or materialism. All wear 

      bio-nanotech that morphs and changes as needed to form clothes, planetary 

      transportation and more. All people: bipeds, quadrupeds, flying, swimming and 

      otherwise’s rights are recognized by Earth-Rise - the global aligned  governance 

      system that is decentralized, purpose driven and supported by humans, AI and   

      non-human allies. This is one probability humanity could strive for - a possibility of 

      a world that works for all people.

Topia



Em’s Theory
Sponsorship & Distribution 

Channels 

• Tax deductible donations under Fiscal Sponsorship by

 C3 - Center For Conscious Creativity 

•Hybrid Distribution: 

•Book series - distribution through publishers 

•Digital Series - Both traditional and new models of sponsorship & 

   	   advertising apply. 

•Indy and mass comic book publications as part of a 

  360 franchise.

•Direct Sales Rights - creator will retain direct sales rights for 

  specific products and content agreed upon 

• Sponsors’ products will be featured throughout the series.

• Website will contain a store which will feature sponsor’s 

   products and ads

• Comic book as branded entertainment 

• % of all proceeds will go to several indigenous and nature 

   conservation NGOs: Whale conservation, Condor Rehabilitation , 

 sempervirens funds, global indigenous NGO, amazon watch, 

  The Rules and more.

• All other formats can include great ROI for brands, investors and 

   grants with built in integration of brand in story, in-game and in-app 

 purchases and more.
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Created by
Maya Zuckerman
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Maya is a transmedia producer and 

emerging technology aficionado who 

applies the power of transmedia to 

world-changing ideas. She brings a 

wealth of experience from different me-

dia silos: visual effects, film, 

production, gaming, startups, product 

management and brand narrative. 

She has worked on big feature movies 

and game cinematics such as "Ghost-

busters" and “Star-Trek online” for companies such as Ubisoft, EA, Vivendi, and 

Activision. She has also worked in product development for businesses such as the 

Chopra Center, Harpo Productions, and Salesforce.com.

Current projects include:

• LifeGuides - COO and VP of Product 

• Transmedia SF - An agency and a meetup group exploring where storytelling 

meets technology in San Francisco. 

• Brave Ventures - Expert-In-Residence 

• Lucidity Six Year Mythos project - as a Transmedia Producer

• HardwareCon - Conference Executive Producer

• Cleantech Week - Producer and marcom

• Reinhabiting the Village - collaborative book 

• The New Human Narrative - series of articles which appeared on Huffington 

Post and Kosmos Journal

* All original illustrations by Leo Angelo Agustin 
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